
Pre-QC Phage Genome Annotation Checklist 

Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. Annotation Guide section #'s indicated

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button? Section 9.3.2
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number? Section 9.3.3
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed? Section 9.3.4
5. Are the locus tags the phage name? Section 9.3.3
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?Section 1.4
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE? Section

9.5.3-4

8. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following. Section 11.3

For the YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes (see fig 12.2 in the

Annotation Guide)?
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list, when applicable?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?

9. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve, and
warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

Genome Annotation Submission Cover Sheet


	Phage Name: Kimchi
	Institution: Durham Technical Community College
	Other emails: leadons@durhamtech.edu
	email: fogartym@durhamtech.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: This genome was relatively straightforward:Kimchi is a cluster E phage with 75829bp and 147 features.There were two tRNAs. Some gene deletions and additions were carried out, mostly using synteny evidence from examination of closely related phages in phamerator. Some cluster E phages annotate a translational frameshift immediately before the tape measure gene but others don't. Also, starterator predicts a frameshift for Kimchi. We have provisionally annotated the frameshift based on the 'slippy' sequence as compared to the sequence of Phage Tuco. We would like the QC team to examine and give an opinion as we are not fully convinced.Cover Letter Extra NotesGeneral Notes• all SD (RBS) annotations were recorded using settings Kibler 6 and Karlin Medium - we did not record this in the annotation notes to avoid repetition. • Below have included a list of all of the major changes we made (gene additions and deletions).Thank You!Specific NotesTranslational Frameshift (we are not sure) ORF 21 (stop 12342) and 22 (stop 13334) – tail assembly chaperones :In cluster A phages there is usually a translational frameshift at this location. There are 84 cluster E genomes. 9 of these annotate a translational frameshift, ~ 35 don’t and 47 are draft genomes. Also phamerator predicts a frameshift (I am not sure whether phamerator is including phages from other clusters?). We have provisionally annotated the frameshift based on the 'slippy' sequence as compared to the sequence of Phage Tuco. I am not entirely convinced on whether this is a true translational frameshift and would like the QC team to evaluate. I have included an image below of where the frameshift would be located (based on comparison with phage Tuco). Happy to annotate to the original call if QC team disagrees with our current call. ORF 31 SSC:28958-29143 is a lone gene on the reverse strand surrounded by genes on the forward strand, this gene placement is conserved in similar homology phages so we are confident that this annotation is correctNote - Starterator identifies a possible translational frameshift between gene 41 and 42. Since this is not the translational frameshift accepted by Genbank, it has not been annotated as a translational frameshift .Added gene annotation at ORF100 SSC: 59043-59606 (Fwd strand) – Start Site chosen based on Blast alignments and the fact that this ORF doesn’t overlap with preceding geneSSC: 59043-59606. CP: Yes, it captures all CP. SD: F= -4.985  Z=1.857, not best scores. SCS: This gene was added manually, GAP: 41 bp gap. Blast: 1:1 with gp 100 Mycobacterium phage 244, top hit. LO: Longest w/o too much overlap. ST: N/A. F: DNA methylase. FS: see DNA Master fileAdded gene annotation @ 63385-63885ORF 112 SSC: 63385-63885, CP: yes, captures all CP. SD: F=-4.699; Z= 2.002. (best score) SCS: this gene annotation was added manually. GAP:11 bp gap. Blast: 1:1 with gp102 phage 244 LO: No, not the longest ORF ST:N/A F: HNH endonuclease. FS: see DNA Master fileTwo gene annotation on the reverse strand were deleted and two genes annotations were added instead on the forward strand.1. ORF 120 SSC: 67113-67325;  CP:Yes,  captures all of it;. SD: Z= 1.807; F= -5.108 (best score) SCS: This gene annotation was added manually after two gene annotations autoannotated on the reverse strand were deleted; GAP: 8bp overlap; Blast:  1:1 alignment with gp 110 phage 244; LO:Longest w/o significant overlap;  ST:N/A F: NFK.  FS: Checked phagesbp. NCBI. HHpred. Phamerator2. ORF 121 SSC: 67306-67560;  CP: Yes, captures all of it;  SD:Z= 1.438; F= -6.152 (not best score but longest ORF) SCS: This gene annotation was added manually after two gene annotations autoannotated on the reverse strand were deleted;  GAP:20bp overlap (similar overlaps observed in closely related phage, Mindy, TeardropMSU and Tuco  Blast: 1:1 alignment with gp121 Phaux;  LO: yes. longest ORF, ST:N/A. F:NKF.  ORF 129 *(stop site 69283) – provisionally calling this as a HTH DNA binding protein, MER like based on synteny with phage Tuco, CrystalP128; NelitzaMV_125, Dusk and Goku. Note that this has not been called functionally in many other phage. Please examine. Note  - No putative conserved domains have been detectedAdded gene annotation at ORF 135 SSC: 71519-71881 reverse strand - (stop site 71519)SSC: 71519-71881 (REV). CP: Yes, captures all CP. SD: F=-3.212,  Z=2.740, best score. SCS: This gene annotation was added manually. GAP: 16 bp gap.  Blast: 1:1 gp128 Goldilocks. LO: Yes, longest ORF. ST: N/A. F: NKF ORFs with upstream gaps > 250 bpORF 52 stop 36631 237 bp gap – conserved.ORF 63 – 544 bp gap – conserved in other similar genomesBetween 68905 and 69282 - 378 bp gap – strand switch571 bp gap at end of genomeOther:Note that between 37643 - 37660 a putative attP site was detected based on a genomic comparison of Kimchi with M. smegmatis using NCBI BLASTn 
	Your Name: Marie Fogarty
	7: Yes
	8: Yes


